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ABSTRACT
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to examine gains 
or losses made in vocabulary, comprehension, and total 
reading scores of selected fourth grade remedial reading 
class students to determine if attendance of a summer 
compensatory reading program, during the summers of 1973, 
1974, and 1975, aided these selected students in the re­
tention of reading skills over the period of study. 
Hypotheses Tested
The null hypotheses were:
1. There will be no significant differences in 
Reading Vocabulary gains or losses between experimental 
and control groups over the summer vacation period or 
evident at the end of the following academic year.
2. There will be no significant differences in 
Reading Comprehension gains or losses between experi­
mental and control groups over the summer vacation 
period or evident at the end of the following academic 
year.
viii
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3. There will be no significant differences in 
Total Reading gains or losses between experimental and 
control groups over the summer vacation or evident at 
the end of the following academic year.
4. There will be no significant differences in 
the three reading skills areas, noted above, between 
males and females in the experimental and control groups 
over the summer vacation or evident at the end of the 
following academic year.
5. There will be no significant differences 
between the mean scores of the same group or sub-group 
when pretest-posttest mean scores are analyzed for re­
tention in the skill areas noted above over the summer 
vacation period.
Procedure
The population was limited to fourth grade stu­
dents in Title I remedial reading classes in seven ele­
mentary schools in East Feliciana Parish, Louisiana. 
These students' records contained all three test scores 
used— pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest. The 
sample was composed of 75 students in the experimental 
group (43 males and 32 females) and 175 students in the 
control group (106 males and 69 females).
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The independent variable was the summer compen­
satory program attended by the experimental group. The 
dependent variable was the gain or loss in reading abil­
ity over the summer vacation as measured by the sub­
tests of Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, and Total 
Reading of the SRA Achievement Series and the Gates- 
MacGinitie Reading Tests.
The data were collected, and the t test of the 
significance of the differences between means was used 
to test the various hypotheses. The .05 level of con­
fidence was selected as the criterion of significance. 
Findings
The findings indicated no significant differ­
ences in Reading Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, or 
in Total Reading gains or losses between fourth grade 
remedial reading class students who attended a summer 
compensatory program and those who did not attend.
Fourth grade girls who attended the summer program had 
significant summer gains over fourth grade girls who 
did not attend in the posttests of Vocabulary. These 
gains did not persist the following spring. The posttest 
scores for the control group were consistently lower
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
xi
than that group's pretest scores, while for the summer 
school group, posttest scores did show some areas of gain 
as well as some areas of loss.
Conclusions
Summer compensatory reading instruction did not 
significantly alter the scores of reading vocabulary, 
reading comprehension, or total reading of fourth grade 
remedial reading class students. Female students had the 
greatest gains with summer instruction and had the great­
est losses without the summer instruction.
Re commendations *
1. Research should be made on summer school as a 
continuum in the learning process.
2. Research should be made on different kinds of 
summer school programs for the slow-learner, the grade- 
level student, and for the gifted student.
3. Research should be made on the utilization of 
community resources available to the non-summer school 
student.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
For more than three hundred years Americans have 
been sending their children to school. These schools have 
been essentially reading schools. McKee (1934) stated 
that, in the elementary school, acquiring the ability t.o 
read constituted a major purpose. Further, this ability to 
read formed the chief means of obtaining new information 
and of expanding the student's thinking as he progressed 
in the upper grades.
Church and Sedlak (1976) discussed two simultaneous 
movements in American education after 1840. The first was 
the quest for commonality that brought more diverse groups 
in larger numbers into the elementary school. These groups 
were immigrants, the poor, and blacks. The second movement 
was a retreat from commonality, wherein the schools, both 
North and South, failed to fashion all these diverse groups 
into a common mold. In the South, schooling became elitest 
for the few, Americanization for the immigrant, industrial 
1
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training for the poor, and an exercise in futility in the 
education of the freedmen. In the North, schooling became 
a means of social control of the lower classes.
Taba (1955) commented that the extension of school 
attendance privileges only added to the number of students 
in school who were emotionally and physically handicapped, 
who were less willing and able, and who were less academi­
cally motivated. These students were not equally able to 
cope with the school culture and its expectations, and 
these students may even have been hostile to what school 
represented. The search for the one best system has ill- 
served the pluralistic character of the American society 
as evidenced by the widespread belief that American schools 
have consistently failed to serve the poor and minority 
groups in obtaining for them the benefits of knowledge and 
of basic skills. (Tyack, 1974; Averck, 1974)
Tyack (1974) discussed several proposals for school 
reform that have been made. Among these were community 
control, accountability, equality of educational opportun­
ity, and compensatory education. An example of a compen­
satory education program was Title I of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) which was designed to im­
prove the academic achievement of children who did not do
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
well in school, especially the poor. This 1965 legislation 
reflected the questioning by many people of whether or not 
equality of input was enough to promote equality of oppor­
tunity. Murphy (1971) suggested that the act was so 
written as to stimulate innovation, to link research to • 
the schools, and to make the poor of the nation the number 
one educational priority. ESEA, Title I did not come from 
public demand, from an outgrowth of tried and tested edu­
cational programs, from established educational organi­
zations, or from educational administrators. Rather, it 
came from reformers in the executive branch of the govern­
ment as part of the War on Poverty.
Murphy (1971) further states that the initiative 
of ESEA, Title I, as to program content and character, was 
left with the states and with the local school districts. 
These local school districts were to identify eligible edu­
cationally deprived children, to determine their needs, to 
design programs to meet these needs, and to apply to the 
appropriate state departments of education for approval of 
these programs. The local school districts, then, had the 
greatest say in how ESEA, Title I funds were to be spent.
The National Advisory Council on the Education of 
Disadvantaged Children (1971) evaluated programs from the
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4first five years of ESEA, Title I, 1965 through 1970, and 
concluded that the greatest academic need was for compen­
satory reading programs. The U.S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (1966) reported that some 70 per 
cent of all ESEA, Title I funded proposals were in the area 
of remedial reading. Among these projects were the various 
summer remedial reading and enrichment programs. Jacobs 
(1967) suggested that providing summer school for the dis­
advantaged dealt with the problem on two fronts. Summer 
programs provided remediation and enrichment activities on 
a more individualized basis than was usually available in 
the regular school year, and summer programs also helped to 
combat the summer loss in achievement that seemed more pro­
nounced among children from disadvantaged backgrounds.
East Feliciana Parish in Louisiana utilized ESEA, 
Title I funds in establishing remedial reading classes 
within the schools during the academic year for students 
identified as disadvantaged under ESEA, Title I criteria.
To provide continuity, special summer remedial reading 
programs were also established to serve these same disad­
vantaged students. The summer programs were entirely vol­
untary so that some remedial reading class students par­
ticipated and some did not. A study involving those
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
remedial reading class students who participated in the 
summer program and those that did not could indicate any 
benefits derived from summer school in the retention of 
selected reading skills or perhaps in gains made in these 
reading skills.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to examine gains or 
losses made in vocabulary, comprehension, and total reading 
scores of selected fourth grade remedial reading class stu­
dents to determine if attendance of a summer compensatory 
reading program aided these selected students in the reten­
tion of reading skills over the summer vacation period and 
over the following academic year. The major questions 
were:
1. Were there significant differences in the re­
tention of Reading Vocabulary skills between fourth grade 
students who attended a summer compensatory reading program 
and those who did not attend the program?
2. Were there significant differences in the re­
tention of Reading Comprehension skills between fourth 
grade students who attended a summer compensatory reading 
program and those who did not attend the program?
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63. Were there significant differences in the To­
tal Reading scores between fourth grade students who 
attended a summer compensatory reading program and those 
who did not attend the program?
4. Were there significant differences in the re­
tention of the shills in the three areas noted above be­
tween males and females in the sample population, over the 
summer vacation period and over the following academic 
year?
5. Were there significant differences between the 
mean scores of the same group or sub-group when pretest- 
posttest mean scores were analyzed for retention in the 
skill areas, noted above, over the summer vacation period?
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
A review of the related literature revealed con­
flicting findings on the subject of summer gain or loss. 
Much of the related literature was reported prior to 1950.
Much of the research was conducted under conditions diffi­
cult or impossible to replicate, and the research was in­
volved with a summer session quite different from present 
compensatory programs designed for the disadvantaged.
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7Compensatory education programs received their 
greatest impetus in the sixties. Because of the monies 
made available by the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act of 1965, Title I, many school districts initiated pro­
grams, including summer sessions, to fit local specific 
pupil needs. Few of these programs have been validated by 
research as to their effectiveness in meeting goals of 
providing extra services above the regular program for the 
" . . .  educationally deprived for the purpose of raising 
their educational attainment." (National Advisory Council 
on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, 1973, p. 12)
Compensatory programs have been difficult to 
assess because of a lack of an adequate control group. 
Because of their very nature, compensatory programs do not 
set out to have an untreated group. In fact, the legis­
lation expressly forbids such a practice. However, where 
a program is self-selected and where those who do not par­
ticipate are just as needy as those who do, then an ade­
quate control group is possible.
Because of inadequate research on summer gain or 
loss, questions go unanswered. This study, therefore, was 
important in the following ways:
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1. This study provided data on the influence of 
summer compensatory reading instruction on the retention 
of selected reading skills of fourth grade remedial read-7 
ing class students.
2. This study could serve as a guide for the in­
dividual school in expanding remedial reading classes to 
include summer instruction.
3. Data collected and analyzed in this study 
could add to the body of literature concerning summer gain 
or loss to aid in achieving a more definitive statement 
concerning the effectiveness of summer instruction for re­
medial students in the retention of selected reading 
skills.
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The population for this study was limited to fourth 
grade students enrolled in ESEA, Title I remedial reading 
classes in seven elementary schools in East Feliciana 
Parish, Louisiana. The sample was further limited to 
those fourth grade remedial reading class students whose 
records contained all three test scores used in this study- 
the April^ pretest? the September posttest; and the April2 
delayed posttest.
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The independent variable in this study was the sum­
mer compensatory program attended by the experimental 
group. The dependent variable in this study was the gain 
or loss in reading ability over the summer vacation as 
measured by the subtests of Vocabulary, Reading Compre­
hension, and Total Reading of the Science Research Asso­
ciates Achievement Series and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading 
Tests.
The experimental group in this study consisted of 
those fourth grade remedial reading class students who 
attended an ESEA, Title I summer compensatory program.
The control group in this study consisted of those 
fourth grade remedial reading class students who did not 
attend an ESEA, Title I summer compensatory reading pro­
gram.
Measuring techniques used were pretest, posttest, 
and delayed posttest for making comparisons between the 
two groups.
The statistical device used was the t test for 
significance of differences between means of the experi­
mental and control groups.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Summer Session. In this study, a summer school 
session was a six-week structured school program with 
daily classes and with structured tasks for students to 
follow.
Retention, reading. For this study, the meaning 
of retention as it was related to reading was defined in 
the Dictionary of Education as the ability to retain both 
words and their meanings.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
Title I.
Declaration of Policy.
Sec. 101. In recognition of the special educa­
tional needs of children of low-income families and the 
impact that concentrations of low-income families have 
on the ability of local educational agencies to support 
adequate educational programs, the Congress hereby de­
clares it to be the policy of the United States to pro­
vide financial assistance (as set forth in the follow­
ing parts of this title) to local educational agencies 
serving areas with concentrations of children from low- 
income families to expand and improve their educational 
programs by various means (including pre-school pro­
grams) which contribute particularly to meeting the 
special educational needs of educationally deprived 
children. Enacted April 11, 1965. P.L. 89-10.
ESEA, Title I Reading Class Student. ESEA, Title I 
Reading Class Students were those fourth grade students 
who regularly attended ESEA, Title I Remedial Reading
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classes during their fourth grade academic year and who 
also scored below the 25th percentile on the pretest (SRA 
Achievement Series).
Science Research Associates Achievement Series.
A standardized test. Scores on subtests for Vocabulary, 
Reading Comprehension, and Total Reading were used.
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. A standardized 
test. Scores on subtests for Vocabulary, Reading Compre­
hension, and Total Reading were used.
Anchor Test Study. For many years educators and 
researchers were hampered with incommensurable statistics. 
However, in 1971 the U.S. Office of Education contracted 
with Education Testing Service to develop specifications 
for equating several widely used reading tests. The study 
was carried on in April, 1972 and in April, 1973. The 
study became known as the Anchor Test Study with resulting 
equivalency tables being made available as a government 
publication, Equivalency and Norms Tables for Selected 
Reading Achievement Tests. Grades 4.5.6 (Loret, 1974).
The two tests used in the present study, Gates-MacGinitie 
Reading Tests and SRA Achievement Series, are two of the 
tests in the equivalency tables in the Anchor Test Study.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter 1 was designed to give a general back­
ground for the problem under investigation. A summary of 
previous studies was presented in Chapter 2. The general 
plan and design of the study was discussed in Chapter 3.
It was divided according to the setting and population of 
the study, the collection of data, and the treatment of 
data. In Chapter 4 the data compiled in this study were 
presented and analyzed. The summary, conclusions, and the 
recommendations were presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A most interesting early attempt at assessing the 
achievement of elementary students was that reported in 
the records of the 56th Congress, Supplemental Report 
(1900). Parents and employers had complained that the 
youth of Washington, D.C. were deficient in using the Eng­
lish language and that they were inept in simple arith­
metic. Examinations were prepared with essay questions 
concerning American history and with written problems in 
arithmetic. The examinations were distributed, picked up, 
and graded the same day. (The report carries a complete 
copy of the examination with numerous examples of student 
answers.) The conclusions drawn were that the District 
schools did not " . . .  fit the average pupil to use the 
English language correctly and fluently, nor . . . give 
him a good training in Arithmetic." (Supplemental Report, 
1900) The tests were designed to assess the cumulative 
retention of schooling encompassing grades one through 
13
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eight. The testa were administered to 1,188 first-year 
high school students.
Several studies were reported in the twenties con­
cerning pupils1 gain or loss of skills over the summer va­
cation. A study in Minneapolis by Brueckner and Distad 
(1924) was specifically concerned with retention of read­
ing ability of first-grade children. Pupils' records in 
twelve first-grade classes were investigated using a pre­
test, posttest procedure. Exactly the same tests were used 
in June and again in September. The median scores for each 
section (A,B,C) were lower in September than in June, in­
dicating a loss in ability over the vacation. Elder (1927) 
used 203 pupils in grades three, four, five, and six, and 
came to almost exactly the opposite conclusion— fifty-nine 
per cent of the pupils improved in silent reading ability 
during the vacation period, fifteen per cent remained 
static, and only twenty-seven per cent showed a loss in 
silent reading ability. (101 per cent). Another interest­
ing conclusion was that
Because of increases in ability on the part of 
some of the better readers and decreases in ability on 
the part of some of the poorer readers, a group of pu­
pils is likely to be less homogeneous with respect to 
silent-reading ability at the opening of school in 
September than at the close of school in the spring. 
(Elder, 1927, p. 546)
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Sterrett and Davis (1954), in a review of similar 
studies in the 1920s, summarized that reading ability 
tends to increase during the summer vacation. However, 
these same researchers pointed to the difficulties in the 
measurement of loss or gain of learning during an interval 
of time. Measurement may show the results of a gain that 
actually occurred earlier than the time interval tested.
Cook (1942) added an experimental factor in an 
attempt to reduce summer losses in reading by providing a 
limited number of students (52) in first and second grade 
with individualized work envelopes ( a 15 to 20 minute, 
5-day-a-week assigned task) to be accomplished at home un­
der parental supervision during the summer. Pretests and 
posttests were administered using the Gates Primary Reading 
Tests for first grade, and the Gates Tests plus the Primary 
Reading Test of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests for the 
second grade. Much time was devoted to learning how to use 
the envelopes before school dismissed in the spring. Pu­
pils who worked diligently retained their skills or made 
gains. The less the amount of work, the greater the loss 
in ability. As was to be expected, those who scored high­
est in the spring worked the most diligently. Those who
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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scored lowest worked least of all and had the greatest 
losses.
Parsley and Powell (1962) investigated academic 
gain or loss (learning over the regular school year) and 
summer gain or loss in achievement. Scores in six areas 
of subject matter material, Reading Vocabulary, Reading 
Comprehension, Arithmetic Reasoning, Arithmetic Funda­
mentals, Mechanics of English, and Spelling, were inves­
tigated as those scores indicated achievement by sex and 
grade level. Ninety boys and ninety girls from each grade 
level, grades two through seven, were randomly chosen from 
students in the 90 to 110 IQ range as measured by the Cal­
if omnia Test of Mental Maturity. Data consisted of two 
scores obtained for each individual in the sample. These 
scores measured changes in achievement under two sets of 
conditions, the academic year and the summer vacation. The 
academic gain or loss score was obtained by subtracting the 
first Fall score, in each of the individual's subtests, 
from his Spring score. The summer gain or loss score was 
obtained by subtracting the second Fall score, following 
the summer recess, from the previous Spring score. Find­
ings of the study revealed significant differences between 
males and females at one or more grade levels in each of
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the subject matter areas in the academic year. Sex differ­
ences in stammer learning were less pronounced. Gains were 
noted over the stammer at all grade levels except for a loss 
at the second grade in reading vocabulary. The conclusions 
drawn seemed to suggest that a twelve-month school year 
would not be necessary for the maintenance of academic 
year gains in all subject matter areas. However, the use 
of twice-a-year achievement testing could certainly be a 
measure of summer gain or loss, and, as such a measure, 
the twice-a-year testing was recommended.
Bergin (1963) investigated the significance of 
membership in an ethnic group and socio-economic group in 
mean changes in reading ability over the stammer vacation. 
She used 4,243 pupils who had just completed first-grade 
from 72 elementary schools in the New York City area. Her 
findings indicated that white urban and suburban groups 
with higher IQs (as measured by the Pinter-Cunningham Pri­
mary Test and the Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test) made higher 
reading scores following stammer vacation. All significant 
sex differences favored females. Her conclusions were 
that membership in ethnic group and socio-economic group 
was significantly related to mean changes in reading abil­
ity over the summer vacation.
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The compensatory education report of the Chicago 
Public Schools (1966) included narrative descriptions of 
special summer schools designed to bring children up to 
grade level in achievement and to provide cultural experi­
ences. This report did not include statistical data on 
the slimmer programs, but it was significant for its pub­
lication of compensatory efforts prior to ESEA, Title I.
A statement from the report indicating compensatory con­
cern follows:
Public concern with equality of educational oppor­
tunity frequently overlooks the fact that emphasis on 
"equal" opportunity may be a handicap if equality is 
considered synonymous with identical programs. It must 
be recognized that the quality of education is high if 
each child is being educated in a way and at a tempo 
that is most appropriate to his individual abilities. 
Educationally, the greatest need is to meet the child 
with understanding at the level of his ability and 
achievement and to provide an intensive and extensive 
program to compensate for environmental and educational 
disadvantages in his previous experience. (Chicago 
Public Schools, 1966, p. 35)
With the advent of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act of 1965, Title I, compensatory summer educa­
tion became much more prevalent, funded by the federal 
government and not by the parents of the students involved. 
There have been many observers of ESEA, Title I. The 
National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvan­
taged Children (1966) published reports from observers to
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indicate a widespread failure of the program to attract 
the neediest of disadvantaged children to the summer pro­
grams. One important reason given was that these projects 
had to be based on voluntary participation. Those who 
were most alienated from school were least likely to be 
attracted by an invitation to have any more of school than 
was needed.
Many individual summer schools have filed evalu­
ation reports of varying complexity and completeness. 
Richardson (1966) reported pretests and posttests that in­
dicated moderate pupil growth in academic achievement in 
Oakland, California. There was no control group for com­
parison of this moderate gain. Aaron (1967) studied the 
effects of a seven-week summer reading program using as 
subjects first, second, and third grade students at the 
close of the summer session and at the end of the follow­
ing academic year. One hundred fifty-eight summer session 
students were compared to a control group of 130 non­
summer session students from seventeen schools in Georgia. 
The researcher concluded that summer-instructed children, 
for the following academic year, did not show any signif­
icant gain in reading skills over children who were simi­
larly disabled but who did not have the summer instruction,
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Perkins (1966) had a similar study especially directed to 
the effects of a summer reading program on culturally dis­
advantaged children of first, second, and third grades 
using 801 Negro children in two elementary schools in 
Georgia. The experimental group consisted of 480 self­
selected summer school students and the control group of 
321 non-summer school students. Pretests and posttests 
were administered at the beginning and at the end of summer 
school. A follow-up delayed posttest was administered the 
following May. Findings indicated that girls made greater 
gains than boys in the summer school, that the experimental 
group made gains over the control group during the summer, 
but that the experimental group did not show any signifi­
cant gain over the control group on the delayed posttest 
the following academic year.
Jacobs (1967) indicated that the provision of sum­
mer schools for the disadvantaged offered more individual­
ization than was usually available in the regular school 
year and that summer school mediated summer loss in achieve­
ment. His conclusions were based on a study of a random 
sample from 4,673 elementary students who completed a six- 
week summer program. He also stated that there was wide 
variation in the validity of the evidence used to evaluate
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project objectives with the most serious deterrent being 
the lack of an adequate control group.
Summer school gains and losses were studied by 
Child (1967) to determine if achievement differences be­
tween the experimental and control groups evidenced during 
the 1966 Utah summer school would continue to be evident 
in the following spring. Nine hundred and one experimental 
and 456 control students from grades five, seven, and ten 
were given pretests, posttests, and delayed posttests. The 
two groups were matched on grade, mental maturity, and 
achievement levels. His conclusions indicated that gains 
made over the summer still were in evidence the following 
spring.
Longhofer (1967) studied summer school as it rep­
resented an effective means of compensatory education. He 
wanted to find out if the learning experiences as a result 
of slimmer school for lower socio-economic children were 
comparable to learning experiences for middle class chil­
dren. No definite conclusions were drawn. Two hundred 
eighty-three fifth and sixth grade students enrolled in 
summer school were compared as to socio-economic status, 
sex, intelligence, and achievement test scores on the Iowa 
Test of Basic Skills.
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Beggs and Hieronymus (1968) investigated the uni­
formity of growth in basic skills during the school year 
and during the summer using several administrations of the 
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. The results of the study sug­
gest that assumptions that one-tenth of the yearly growth 
occurs each month of the school year and that one-tenth 
growth occurs during the summer vacation are questionable.
Fox (1969) evaluated urban summer schools in New 
York City. Metropolitan Achievement Tests in reading were 
administered to 206 third and fifth grade students on a 
pretest-posttest pattern. These tests failed to show any 
positive gain in reading achievement by a majority of the 
pupils. However, an analysis of the data on change in 
reading level did suggest that the most severely retarded 
children who entered the summer program two or more years 
below grade expectation were more likely to profit from 
the summer than those who entered close to, or at expec­
tation, who were more likely to decline.' In his conclu­
sions, he stated that the ultimate test of the impact of 
the summer program could only be tested with a thoroughly 
designed follow-up of children throughout the ensuing 
school year to see if the summer experience had any carry 
over to alter achievement patterns of previous years.
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Gilbert (1968) examined records of students who 
participated in a compensatory summer school from the 
viewpoint of meeting the goals of ESEA, Title I. He cat­
egorized three subsets of students: Those who voluntarily 
attended and completed the summer session; those who did 
not complete the summer session; and those who did not 
attend the stammer session. These sessions were for post­
sixth grade students in California. He concluded that 
there were no significant differences in educational or 
personal inputs in the three subsets of students, but the 
set of students demonstrating severe educational disadvan­
tage either was not attracted to or did not complete the 
summer session. He further stated that the classroom 
teacher tended to recommend only those students she per­
ceived as agreeing with traditional school-oriented values 
for attendance at summer school. Consequently, after sev­
eral years of compensatory education and ESEA, Title I 
projects, the disadvantaged did not voluntarily participate.
Agnew (1969) attempted to determine whether or not 
there were observable differences in mean gains for read­
ing and listening achievement between students who partici­
pated in a six-week summer language arts program and simi­
lar students who did not so attend. She sampled 80 second
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grade students and 70 fifth grade students in a rural 
Louisiana parish. Half attended the program; half did not. 
Her major conclusion was that there was no evidence that 
pupils who participated in the summer program made signif­
icant gains in reading or in listening achievement.
McDill (1969) and others reported on ESEA, Title I 
fund use. Findings indicated a concentration in the early 
elementary years. In terms of dollar investments and num­
ber of students participating, ESEA, Title I was the lar­
gest compensatory education program in existence. The re­
port data were requested from 100 largest central city 
school systems but were obtained from only 39 cities as 
usable in the final analysis. These 39 cities focused on 
standardized reading test scores. Grade equivalent data 
covered 38,500 students with pretests and posttests. No 
control groups were available. Data revealed that reading 
scores of ESEA, Title I students improved at one month's 
improvement for each month of instruction. It was con­
cluded that ESEA, Title I reading projects appeared to 
have a positive effect on reading achievement of educa­
tionally deprived children. The researchers indicated 
that the evaluation suffered from many weaknesses— biased
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samples; noncomparable data, with respect to grade levels, 
measures, and test intervals; and a lack of control groups.
Fitzsimmons (1969) tested 440 fourth and fifth 
grade students in three skill areas before and after sum­
mer vacation. She used a questionnaire-inventory of stu­
dents' summer activities to relate these activities to the 
retention of selected skills. The Iowa Tests of Basic 
Skills were administered in a pretest, posttest pattern.
She found that low achievers had significantly greater re­
tention in reading and language skills than did high and 
average achievers and that there was no real difference be­
tween boys and girls in retention. However, retention of 
reading, language, and work-study skills was not affected 
by the amount of student participation in selected summer 
activities according to her data.
Weesner (1970) sought to determine if pupils en­
rolled in a summer school class designed to strengthen 
skill areas made more gains in basic skills than did stu­
dents enrolled in summer school enrichment classes with­
out stress on skills. Experimental and control groups 
were given pretests, posttests, and delayed posttests. 
Findings seemed to indicate that enrichment facilitated 
growth in basic skills more than improvement classes. He
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further concluded that remedial or improvement classes 
needed to be made as interesting as enrichment classes.
Lunsford (1970) measured the immediate and delayed 
effect of a summer remedial program on the comprehension 
and vocabulary achievement of students in grades two, four, 
and six. The researcher used 392 students in Georgia.
This number included 272 students eligible for the summer 
remedial program and 120 students who did not participate. 
Pretests, posttests, and delayed posttests were adminis­
tered. The California Reading Achievement Test and the 
California Test of Mental Maturity were used in the study. 
Disabled readers in the experimental group made signifi­
cant gains as a result of the summer remedial program. But 
the gains did not continue at the same rate of gain during 
the following school year. Students, who were classified 
in the lower intelligence levels, made greater gains than 
those classified as of average intelligence for the aca­
demic year and for the combined time periods. The sixth 
grade made the smallest gains for the grades included in 
the study.
An English study showed concern for the effects of 
the long summer holiday was not limited to the United States. 
Turner (1972) used the summer interval to investigate a
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possible connection between pupils' home and neighborhood 
and their ability to retain reading skills. Two hundred 
twenty-six students comprised the population with 143 from 
owner-occupied property and 83 from municipally-owned 
housing. Analysis of the results seemed to indicate a 
strong correlation between background and retention of 
reading ability.
Florence (1972) studied the effects of summer 
activities on the reading ability of elementary school 
children. A matched-pair study was conducted using chil­
dren who attended summer school as the experimental group 
and those who did not attend as the control group. She 
found that there was a significant loss at the .05 level 
of significance of about one-tenth a year in reading 
achievement during the summer. However, there was no sig­
nificant difference^ between the summer reading achieve­
ment loss of the experimental group and that of the control 
group.
Austin, Rogers, and Walbesser (1972) published a 
review of compensatory summer programs funded by ESEA,
Title I. They pointed out that the many diverse goals of 
ESEA, Title I made comparison between programs very diffi­
cult. States that received federal funds for compensatory
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education were required to make an annual report with the 
U.S. Office of Education. These reports were rarely made 
public and those that were were released through journals 
or the ERIC system. Austin and his associates asked three 
questions in their review: (1) Does the published liter­
ature indicate that summer compensatory education helps 
disadvantaged children in achievement in the cognitive 
areas of reading and arithmetic? (2) Would the students 
in these studies have made about the same gains during the 
summer without instruction? and (3) Did the students con­
tinue to show their increased ability when they enrolled 
in school in the fall, or had they regressed back to their 
pre-summer levels?
To answer their own questions the researchers re­
viewed what scant material was available and concluded that 
summer compensatory education programs in mathematics, 
reading, and language had generally shown modest achieve­
ment gains— but, since no randomly formed control groups 
were used, maturation constituted a threat to validity. No 
data were available to demonstrate whether these gains per­
sisted to the end of the following academic year. The re­
searchers recommended as a goal of future evaluations to 
compare, under controlled conditions, summer growth gains
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and retention for students under compensatory education 
with those students not so benefitted. They further rec­
ommended behavioral objectives and measuring instruments 
of reliability and validity to measure these objectives.
The New York City Board of Education (1972) stud­
ied summer programs for 92 pre-third and pre-fourth grade 
students with pretests and posttests to assess the mean 
growth in reading. A mean growth of 1.6 months was deemed 
not significant in reading comprehension. The mean loss 
of 2.8 months in reading vocabulary was significant. The 
researchers noted that they questioned the reliability of 
the instruments used to obtain these results as standard­
ized achievement test content did not reflect the teaching 
content of the program.
Wargo (1972) and others attempted to evaluate 
ESEA, Title I data as to its impact on participating chil­
dren for the years 1965 to 1970. The most important state­
ment was that
Both standardized test results and teacher judg­
ments of student critical needs over the years suggest 
that the major academic problem in Title I schools is 
reading retardation. (Wargo, 1972, p. 14)
Mousley (1963) reported a summer study in Califor­
nia using three third grade classes. Pretests and posttests
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were administered to the 64 students. Careful analysis of 
the scores showed no significant differences in reading vo­
cabulary, reading comprehension, or in total reading abil­
ity between those who attended a summer program and those 
who did not. Culp (1973) reached similar conclusions 
based on a study of 77 summer school students and a con­
trol group of 297 non-summer school students. These were 
third grade students and the testing instrument was the 
Stanford Achievement Test. He concluded that summer school 
programs were relatively ineffective in improving or sus­
taining students' skills in reading.
The Gordons (1973) reported a study under the aus­
pices of TEMPO, a research affiliate of the General Elec­
tric Company, that evaluated federal assistance programs 
under ESEA, Title I. The researchers analyzed the extra 
gain, if any, in reading achievement of pupils, who re­
ceived the extra ESEA, Title I services. A sample of 11 
school districts yielded usable data for 35,000 pupils.
No definite overall enhancement of pupil test performance 
was observed over what would otherwise have been expected. 
This was true even though most of the educators concerned 
were saying that this federal program, ESEA, Title I was 
something great and that funding for it should be expanded.
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It seemed that educators basically had faith that all the 
extra effort and money of ESEA, Title I had to help the 
students in some way. It was also stated that standard­
ized achievement tests might not be adequate measures of 
student progress, particularly for the highly disadvan­
taged students which were the target of ESEA, Title I 
programs.
Riley (1974) reported a six-week summer compensa­
tory reading program where data were available for 269 
third and fourth grade students. In all categories, post­
test results were greater than pretest results ( no con­
trol group). The Botel Reading Inventory, a word recog­
nition test, and a word opposites test were used as meas­
uring instruments.
The Virginia State Department of Education (1976) 
estimated the expected gain of students not enrolled in 
summer programs and then measured against this statistic 
the actual gains of summer instructed students. Data sug­
gested that eligible ESEA, Title I students gained about 
.68 of a month in grade equivalent when not enrolled in 
ESEA, Title I summer reading programs. Those enrolled 
gained more than four additional months in grade equivalent 
than would have been expected were they not in the program.
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Little (1968) reported a different use of ESEA, 
Title I funds for a summer diagnostic clinic rather than 
for a summer school in Chicago. The emphasis was on 
screening of handicapped children with early identifica­
tion, individualized recommendations and effective remedi­
ation of learning problems. It was observed that some 
recommendations were never seen by the regular teacher—  
hence never utilized. There emerged a utilized and a non­
utilized group. Scores for the utilized and non-utilized 
groups for reading and mathematics were analyzed. These 
findings strongly suggested that the utilization of the 
recommendations did contribute to the optimal development 
of these children.
A somewhat different study was reported by Bergeth 
(1975) following a six-week summer program in the Minneap­
olis Public Schools for 1975. Progress was attributed if 
there was a reduction in reading errors at posttest using 
an informal reading inventory where the same administrator 
gave both pretest and posttest. Of the 3,000 students en­
rolled for the summer, 123 were randomly selected from pre- 
third and pre-fourth grades to be tested. Findings indi­
cated that reading skills were maintained or improved by 
summer instruction.
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Trisman (1976) and others made an extensive study 
of 34 summer school programs (23 funded by ESEA, Title I). 
From the data of this study, it was impossible to decide 
whether the summer programs investigated produced negligi­
ble effects on student achievement, or if the programs 
were successful in counteracting achievement losses poss­
ibly typical of the summer vacation. In order to test 
these hypotheses, summer achievement scores would have had 
to have been obtained for students not attending summer 
programs— a procedure which was judged not feasible for 
the study.
Al-Salam and Flynn (1976) reported on the aspect of 
cost of summer compensatory reading programs. On an in­
structional hour basis, the total per-student-per-hour cost 
was consistently over twice as large for summer programs 
because of smaller classes, a more highly qualified staff, 
and a larger portion of time devoted to reading.
SUMMARY OF RELATED LITERATURE
The analysis of existing research on compensatory 
summer programs led to the conclusion that much of the 
research failed to meet rigid research requirements. There 
were valid reasons for this lach. Compensatory educational
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programs have had to justify their existence. Frequently, 
evaluations of compensatory programs were not in the form 
of research studies, but they were summative reports of a 
particular program in a particular location at a definite 
point in time. These programs were locally designed for 
a particular population. Exact duplications of programs 
were rare. Those studies that were reported frequently 
lacked an adequate control group and often presented con­
flicting findings.




The purpose of this study was to investigate sum­
mer remedial reading instruction as it affected retention 
in vocabulary, comprehension, and total reading scores of 
selected fourth grade students over the summer vacation 
period.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The experimental design for this study was the 
non-randomized, experimental-control group, pretest- 
posttest-delayed posttest method. (Mouly, 1970) The 
experimental design was as follows:
Group Pretest Treatment Posttest Delayed
Posttest
E Tl X T2 T3
C T1 T2 T3
35
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SETTING AND POPULATION OF THE STUDY
The population for this study was drawn from all 
fourth grade remedial reading class students in East Fe­
liciana Parish from the spring of 1973 through the spring 
of 1976. The sample included all fourth grade remedial 
reading class students whose records contained the three 
test scores required for the study— two hundred fifty stu­
dents. The experimental group consisted of students reg­
ularly enrolled in remedial reading classes who attended a 
compensatory summer session following their fourth grade 
academic year. Students who participated in the summer 
sessions of 1973, 1974, and 1975 were used. Seventy-five 
students were in the experimental group. Students regu­
larly enrolled in remedial reading classes who did not 
attend a compensatory summer session following their 
fourth grade academic year made up the control group. One 
hundred seventy-five students were in the control group.
Students in the sample population attended one of 
seven elementary schools in East Feliciana Parish. These 
seven schools, Clinton, Eighth Ward, Jackson, Norwood, 
Riley, Slaughter, and Spears, represent the entire public 
elementary school system for the parish. The summer
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sessions were held at Clinton Elementary and at Jackson 
Elementary with students attending from the seven schools.
Permission was granted by the Superintendent of 
the East Feliciana Parish School system to use records 
involving students from the seven elementary schools in 
that parish.
To protect the confidentiality of data collected, 
names of students were not recorded or used in the study.
A numbered coded system was used instead.
The SRA Achievement Tests were used as pretests 
and as delayed posttests for the experiment. The Gates- 
MacGinitie Test was used for the posttest. Pretests were 
administered in April of the year preceding summer school 
by the principal and staff of the seven schools repre­
sented. Posttests were administered in September of the 
year following summer school by the principal and staff of 
the seven schools, and the delayed posttests were likewise 
so administered the April following the summer school. 
Three separate summer school years were used to give more 
validity to summer school as an experimental variable as 
opposed to a particular summer's experience.
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COLLECTION OF DATA
The SRA Achievement. Series, Multilevel Edit.ion. 
Grades 4-9. Blue Level was used to measure skills in vo­
cabulary, comprehension, and of total reading, The per­
centile score from this test was also used as a measure of 
ESEA, Title I eligibility.
The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. Survey D .
Grades 4-6 was used to measure skills in vocabulary, com­
prehension, and total reading.
During the academic year, all students included in 
the study received daily classroom instruction in reading 
for fifty minutes. All students also received daily re­
medial reading instruction for forty-five minutes outside 
the regular classroom.
Students in the experimental group received daily 
remedial reading instruction for fifty minutes in a six- 
week summer compensatory program. Students in the control 
group did not attend the summer compensatory program.
TREATMENT OF DATA
The pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest scores 
were equated, using the Anchor Test Study; means were
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obtained for experimental and control groups and sub­
groups; and the t test for the significance of the differ­
ence of means was used to determine the presence of differ­
ences not attributable to chance alone.
The .05 level of significance was used in this 
study to test the following null hypotheses;
1. There are no significant differences in Read­
ing Vocabulary gains or losses between experimental and 
control groups over the summer vacation period or evident 
at the end of the following academic year.
2. There are no significant differences in Read­
ing Comprehension gains or losses between experimental and 
control groups over the summer vacation period or evident 
at the end of the following academic year.
3. There are no significant differences in Total
Reading gains or losses between experimental and control 
groups over the summer vacation period or evident at the 
end of the following academic year.
4. There are no significant differences in the 
three reading skills areas, noted above, between males and 
females in the experimental and control groups over the 
summer vacation period or evident at the end of the follow­
ing academic year.
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5. There are no significant differences between 
the mean scores of the same group or sub-group when pre- 
test-posttest mean scores are analyzed for retention in 
the skill areas, noted above, over the summer vacation 
period.
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Chapter 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of Chapter 4 was to report and ana­
lyze the results of the investigation. The statistical 
treatment of data was presented in the same format as was 
used in stating the hypotheses to be treated by this 
study. Comparisons between experimental and control 
groups were presented first, followed by results dealing 
with sex differences in summer retention or loss, and then 
comparisons of pretests and posttests of the same group or 
sub-groups were given. A number of tables were used to 
present the results, and these accompany the discussions.
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON VOCABULARY RETENTION 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
The purpose of this section was to respond to null 
hypothesis number one: There are no significant differ­
ences in Reading Vocabulary gains or losses between exper­
imental and control groups over the summer vacation period 
or evident at the end of the following academic year.
41
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The means of both the experimental and control 
groups for each of the three tests for Reading Vocabulary 
were presented in Table 1 with standard deviations and t 
test scores. The posttest t score for Vocabulary falls 
.02 points short of significance at the .05 level. How­
ever, on the basis of the data presented in Table 1, the 
general null hypothesis of no significant differences in 
Reading Vocabulary gains or losses between experimental 
and control groups over the summer vacation period was re­
tained. Whatever differences existed at the end of the 
summer seemed not to have been in evidence the following 
spring when the t score was .75, considerably less than 
the posttest difference.
SUMMARY
There was no significant difference between the 
Vocabulary gains or losses of the experimental group and 
the control group. The experimental group had a mean gain 
while the control group had a mean loss. The null hypothe­
sis was retained.











MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL 
(GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 2)











Pretest 16.9 2 . 8 16.3 3.0 1.54
Posttest 17.4 4.8 16.1 4.9 1.94




ANALYSIS OP DATA ON COMPREHENSION RETENTION 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
The purpose of this section was to respond to null 
hypothesis number two: There are no significant differ­
ences on Reading Comprehension gains or losses between ex­
perimental and control groups over the summer vacation 
period or evident at the end of the following academic year.
The means of both the experimental and control 
groups for each of the three tests for Reading Comprehen­
sion were presented in Table 2 with standard deviations 
and t scores. On the basis of the data presented in 
Table 2, the general null hypothesis of no significant 
differences in Reading Comprehension between experimental 
and control groups was retained.
SUMMARY
There was no significant difference between the 
Comprehension gains or losses of the experimental group 
and the control group. Both groups had mean losses in 
Comprehension over the summer vacation period. The con­
trol group had a greater mean loss. However, there was al­
most no difference in mean score between the two groups at 
the delayed posttest. The null hypothesis was retained.












MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL 
(GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 2)











Pretest 16.3 4.3 16.0 4.6 .49
Posttest 15.5 5.3 14.7 5.3 1.09
Delayed Posttest 18.8 6.3 18.7 6 . 1 .12
Ui
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ANALYSIS OF DATA ON TOTAL READING FOR THE 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
The purpose of this section was to respond to null 
hypothesis number three: There are no significant differ­
ences in Total Reading gains or losses between experimen­
tal and control groups over the summer vacation period or 
evident at the end of the following academic year.
The means of both the experimental and control 
groups for each of the three tests for Total Reading were 
presented in Table 3 with standard deviations and t scores. 
On the basis of the data presented in Taale 3, the general 
null hypothesis of no significant differences in Total 
Reading scores between experimental and control groups was 
retained.
SUMMARY
There was no significant difference between the 
Total Reading gains or losses of the experimental group 
and the control group. Both groups had mean losses in To­
tal Reading over the summer vacation period. The null hy­
pothesis was retained.












MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL 
(GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 2)











Pretest 16.4 2 . 8 15.9 3.3 1.25
Posttest 16.2 4.1 15.3 4.5 1.55
Delayed Posttest 18.5 4.4 18.3 4.8 .32
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ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR SEX
The purpose of this section was to respond to null 
hypothesis number four: There are no significant differ­
ences in the three reading skills areas, noted above, be­
tween males and females in the experimental and control 
groups over the summer vacation period or evident at the 
end of the following academic year.
The means for Vocabulary of both males and fe­
males in each of the sub-groups, experimental and control, 
were presented in Table 4 with standard deviations and t 
scores. On the basis of the data presented in Table 4, 
the general null hypothesis of no differences in Reading 
Vocabulary between males and females in experimenal and 
control groups, over the summer vacation period, was re­
jected. Siammer school girls made significant gains over 
non-summer school girls at the .05 level in the posttest. 
However, these gains did not seem to have been evident the 
following spring in the delayed posttest. Data presented 
seemed to indicate no significant differences between sum­
mer school boys and non-summer school boys in Vocabulary 
retention.
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TABLE 4
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1)










Prete st 16.8 5.6 16.7 2.5 .12
Posttest 16.6 4.4 16.3 4.9 .36









Prete st 16.9 2 . 6 16.5 2.7 .71
Posttest 18.4 4.6 16.2 5.0 2.24*
Delayed Posttest 18.5 4.5 19.2 4.9 .70
*Significant at .05 level
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In Table 5, data containing the means for Compre­
hension of both males and females in each of the sub­
groups, experimental and control, were presented with 
standard deviations and t scores. From the data presented 
in Table 5, the general null hypothesis of no differences 
in Reading Comprehension between males and females, in ex­
perimental and control groups, was retained.
In Table 6 , data containing the means for Total 
Reading of both males and females in each of the sub­
groups, experimental and control, were presented with 
standard deviations and t scores. From the data presented 
in Table 5, the general null hypothesis of no significant 
differences in Total Reading scores between males and fe­
males, in experimental and control groups, was retained.
In Table 7, data containing the means for Vocabu­
lary of both males and females in each of the sub-groups, 
experimental and control, were presented with standard de­
viations and t, scores. From the data presented in Table 7, 
the general null hypothesis of no differences in Vocabulary 
scores between males and females within the experimental 
and control groups over the summer vacation period, was 
retained. However, the posttest score of the experimental 
group (between boys and girls in the experimental group)
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1)










Pretest 15.1 4.4 15.3 4.3 .25
Posttest 15.2 5.1 14.5 5.1 .76









Pretest 16.5 3.8 15.4 4.8 1.25
Posttest 15.8 5.6 14.2 5.3 1.36
Delayed Posttest 2 0 . 8 7.0 19.4 6 . 1 .99
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TABLE 6
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1)










Pretest 16.3 3.1 15.7 3.4 1.05
Posttest 15.7 4.1 15.1 4.2 .81









Pretest 16.4 2.5 16.6 2.9 .36
Posttest 16.8 3.7 15.5 4.8 1.49
Delayed Posttest 19.2 4.8 19.2 5.1 .00
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TABLE 7
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITHIN GROUPS, SUMMER 
SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL 









Pretest 16.8 5.6 16.9 2 . 6 .10
Posttest 16.6 4.4 18.4 4.6 1.71









Pretest 16.7 2.5 16.5 2.7 .48
Posttest 16.3 4.9 16.2 5.0 .12
Delayed Posttest 17.4 4.8 19.2 4.9 2.33*
♦Significant at .05 level
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favored the experimental girls. An interesting and signif­
icant statistic was the delayed posttest score for the con­
trol group, where the girls in the control group made sig­
nificant gains over the control group boys. This statistic 
in no way involved summer school instruction because these 
two sub-groups did not attend the simmer program.
In Table 8 , data containing the means of both 
males and females within each of the sub-groups, experi­
mental and control, were presented with standard devia­
tions and t, scores for Comprehension. From the data pre­
sented in Table 8 the general null hypothesis of no differ­
ences in Comprehension between males and females within 
the experimental and control groups over the summer vaca­
tion period was retained. However, summer school girls 
scored significantly higher than summer school boys in 
Reading Comprehension on the delayed posttest.
In Table 9, data containing the means of both 
males and females within each of the sub-groups, experi­
mental and control, were presented with standard devia­
tions and t scores for Total Reading. There were no sig­
nificant items from Table 9 concerning Total Reading 
scores for males and females within each sub-group. The 
general null hypothesis of no significant differences in
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITHIN GROUPS, SUMMER 
SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL 
(GROUP 2), READING COMPREHENSION
Group 1 Group 1
Boys Girls
N=43 N=32
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t
Pretest 15.1 4.4 16.5 3.8 1.47
Posttest 15.2 5.1 15.8 5.6 .48
Delayed Posttest 17.6 5.3 2 0 . 8 7.0 2.18*
Group 2 Group 2
Boys Girls
N=106 N=69
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pretest 15.3 4.3 15.4 4.8 .14
Posttest 14.5 5.1 14.2 5.3 .37
Delayed Posttest 18.5 6 . 8 19.4 6 . 1 .92
♦Significant at .05 level
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TABLE 9
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITHIN GROUPS, SUMMER 
SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER SCHOOL 









Pretest 16.3 3.1 16.4 2.5 .15
Posttest 15.7 4.1 16.8 3.7 1 . 2 2









Pretest 15.7 3.4 16.6 2.9 1.87
Posttest 15.1 4.2 15.5 4.8 .56
Delayed Posttest 17.9 4.7 19.2 5.1 1.71
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Total Reading between males and females within the experi­
mental and control groups over the summer vacation period 
was retained.
SUMMARY
There was a significant difference between males 
and females in the experimental and control groups in one 
of the three reading skills areas examined over the summer 
vacation period. Female students in the experimental 
group showed significant gains over female students in 
the control group in Vocabulary. The null hypothesis was 
rejected.
ANALYSIS OF PRETESTS-POSTTESTS OF THE 
SAME GROUP OR SUB-GROUP
The purpose of this section was to respond to null 
hypothesis number five: There are no significant differ­
ences between the mean scores of the same group or sub­
group when pretest-posttest mean scores are analyzed for 
retention in the skill areas, noted above, over the sum­
mer vacation period.
In Table 10, data containing the means of all six 
sub-groups were presented for the pretests and posttests
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for Vocabulary. Mean gains and losses were noted with t 
scores for significant differences. The experimental 
group of girls showed a significant gain not attributable 
to chance alone.
In Table 11, data revealed mean gains and losses 
in Comprehension for the six sub-groups in the study.
Data contained in Table 11 showed two significant sta­
tistics. The control group, as a group, and the sub­
group, control girls, had significant losses in comprehen­
sion. All groups and sub-groups, with the exception of 
the experimental boys, had losses in comprehension.
Table 12 presented the Total Reading mean gains 
and losses for the six sub-groups in the study. Girls in 
the control group had a significant mean loss. From the 
data presented on Tables 10, 11, and 12, the null hypoth­
esis of no significant differences between the mean scores 
of the same group or sub-group when pretest-posttest mean 
scores were analyzed, was rejected.
SUMMARY
In comparing each sub-group with itself in the 
posttest, there were few areas where gains were apparent.











MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS FOR THE SAME GROUP OR 
SUB-GROUP, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER 
SCHOOL (GROUP 2) IN READING VOCABULARY
Pretest Posttest Gain
N or t
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Loss
Group 1 
Total 75 16.9 2 . 8 17.4 4.8 +0.5 .81
Boys 43 16.8 5.6 16.6 4.4 -0 . 2 .32
Girls 32 16.9 2 . 6 18.4 4.6 +1.5 2.76*
Group 2 
Total 175 16.3 3.0 16.1 4.9 -0 . 2 .98
Boys 106 16.7 2.5 16.3 4.9 -0.4 .85
Girls 69 16.5 2.7 16.2 5.0 -0.3 .48













MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS FOR THE SAME GROUP OR 
SUB-GROUP, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER 











Total 75 16.3 4.3 15.5 5.3 -0 . 8 1.19
Boys 43 15.1 4.4 15.2 5.1 +0 . 1 .14
Girls 32 16.5 3.8 15.8 5.6 -0.7 .68
Group 2
Total 175 16.0 4.6 14.7 5.3 -1.3 3.38*
Boys 106 15.3 4.3 14.5 5.1 -0 . 8 1.48
Girls 69 15.4 4.8 14.2 5.3 -1 . 2 3.94*













MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS FOR THE SAME GROUP OR 
SUB-GROUP, SUMMER SCHOOL (GROUP 1) AND NON-SUMMER
SCHOOL (GROUP 2) IN TOTAL READING
Pretest Posttest Gain
N or t
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Loss
Group 1 
Total 75 16.4 2 . 8 16.2 4.1 -0 . 2 .39
Boys 43 16.3 3.1 15.7 4.1 -0 . 6 .94
Girls 32 16.4 2.5 16.8 3.7 +0.4 .62
Group 2 
Total 175 15.9 3.3 15.3 4.5 -0 . 6 1.76
Boys 106 15.7 3.4- 15.1 4.2 -0 . 6 1.14
Girls 69 16.6 2.9 15.5 4.8 -1 . 1 2.17’
*Signi£icant at .05 level
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The only significant gain was in Vocabulary by the experi­
mental girls. However, the control group was consistent 
in exhibiting mean losses in the three areas examined.
Because of the Vocabulary gains by the experimen­
tal group of girls, and the significant losses in Compre­
hension by the control group, and of the girls in the con­
trol group separately, plus the significant losses in 
Total Reading by the control group, the null hypothesis 
was rejected.
SUMMARY OS’ FINDINGS
Of the five null hypotheses tested by this study, 
three were retained while two were rejected.
1. There was no significant difference between the 
Vocabulary gains or losses of the experimental group and 
the control group. The null hypothesis was retained.
2. There was no significant difference between the 
Comprehension gains or losses of the experimental group 
and the control group. The null hypothesis was retained.
3. There was no significant difference between the 
Total Reading gains or losses of the experimental group 
and the control group. The null hypothesis was retained.
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4. There was a significant difference between 
males and females in the experimental and control groups 
in one of the three reading skills areas examined over the 
summer vacation period. Female students in the experimen­
tal group showed significant gains over female students in 
the control group in Vocabulary. There were significant 
differences between males and females within each of the 
two groups, experimental and control, favoring signifi­
cantly females in the delayed posttest. The null hypoth­
esis was rejected.
5. There were significant differences when each 
sub-group was compared to itself in the posttest. There 
were Vocabulary gains by the experimental female group, 
and there were Comprehension and Total Reading losses of 
significance by the control group. The null hypothesis 
was therefore rejected.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to investigate sum­
mer retention of selected reading skills with and without 
a summer compensatory program, as measured by achievement 
test scores, in three areas of reading tested. Attention 
was also directed toward sex differences in summer reten­
tion in these same areas. In order to study this problem, 
the investigation was designed to test a number of hypoth­
eses, stated in null form, which dealt with summer school 
and sex differences in reading skills retention.
Two nationally standardized tests, the SRA 
Achievement Series and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 
were used. Students who were below the 25th percentile 
were used in the study because the investigator was inter­
ested in the performance of disadvantaged students for 
whom ESEA, Title I, was designed.
64
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A total of 250 students from fourth grade remedial 
reading classes formed the sample population. The sample 
was composed of 75 students in the experimental group (43 
males, 32 females) and 175 students in the control group 
(106 males, 69 females).
The data were collected, and the t, test of the 
significance of the differences between means was used to 
test the various hypotheses. The .05 level of confidence 
was selected as the criterion of significance. The re­
sults of these statistical analyses led to several conclu­
sions relating to summer retention and reading skills and 
to sex differences in the retention of these skills.
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the results presented in the pre­
vious chapter, the findings of the study indicated that 
there were no significant differences in Reading Vocabulary, 
Reading Comprehension, or in Total Reading gains or losses 
between fourth grade remedial reading class students who 
attended a summer compensatory program and those who did 
not attend the program. However, fourth grade girls who 
attended the summer program made significant summer gains
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at the .05 level in the posttests pf Vocabulary over the 
girls who did not attend summer school. These gains did 
not seem to persist until the following spring as no sig­
nificant differences were obtained between the two groups 
at that time. The two instances where girls within each 
group scored significantly higher than that of the boys 
within each group on delayed posttesting could not be 
attributed solely to the stammer school variable— since one 
group did not attend stammer school. Perhaps the matura­
tion idea discussed by Austin (1972) was more responsible. 
Further, it would seem that summer school did help to 
maintain some skills and to reduce losses in others— as 
the posttest scores for the control group were consistent­
ly lower than the pretest scores, while for the summer 
school group, posttest scores did show some areas of gain 
as well as some areas of loss.
Therefore, the following conclusions were reached 
as a result of this study.
1. Summer compensatory reading instruction did 
not significantly alter the scores of Reading Vocabulary 
of fourth grade remedial reading class students.
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2. Summer compensatory reading instruction did 
not significantly alter the scores of Reading Comprehension 
of fourth grade remedial reading class students.
3. Summer compensatory reading instruction did 
not significantly alter the scores of Total Reading of 
fourth grade remedial reading class students.
4. Female students seemed to make the greatest 
gains with summer instruction and to suffer the greatest 
losses without the benefit of summer instruction. Female 
students in the experimental group had a significant gain 
in Vocabulary skills following summer remedial instruc­
tion.
5. There were significant differences when each 
sub-group was compared to itself in the posttest. There 
were Vocabulary gains by the experimental female group, 
and there were Comprehension and Total Reading losses of 
significance by the female control group.
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the data obtained and analyzed in the study, 
the following recommendations were made for further study.
1. More research should be done on summer school 
as a continuum in the learning process. The research
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should be longitudinal where groups are tested for differ­
ences between the beginning and end of the school year and 
for differences between the end and the beginning of a 
school year. Students who attend summer school every year 
should be compared with similar students who never attend 
a summer session.
2. More research should be done on different 
kinds of summer school programs designed for the slow 
learner, for the grade-level student, and for the gifted 
and talented student.
3. Research should be done to determine the uti­
lization of community resources as in public library pro­
grams, day-camps, and supervised public playground activ­
ities to learn what kinds of learning activities are avail­
able to the non-summer school student.
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October 1, 1976 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Mr. James V. Soileau 
Super intendent
East Feliciana Parish School Board 
Clinton, Louisiana
Dear Mr. Soileau,
This letter is to request permission to conduct 
research for a doctoral dissertation in selected schools 
within your school system.
The nature of the study concerns the relation­
ship of summer school attendance and the retention of 
reading skills of selected fourth grade students.
The study would involve the use of Title I 
summer school records for the years 1973, 1974, and 1975. 
It would also involve use of Title I remedial reading 
class records for the years, 1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75,
and 1975-76.
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Clinton, ^Emrisiana JULIAN D
VICE PRES
Mrs. Mary T. Williams 
107i»8 Shermoor Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
Dear Mrs. Williams:
I am pleased to give you permission to examine and use 
for your studies the records for the academic year and the 
Title I records for summer school for 1973, 197^ and 1975.
Best wishes to you in this endeavor.
Sincerely,
James V. Soileau 
SUPERINTENDENT
JVSsbc
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APPENDIX B 
EXCERPTS FROM SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM PROPOSAL
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EAST FELICIANA PARISH SCHOOL BOARD 
ESEA TITLE I, PROJECT NUMBER 28-74056-19-19-1 
SUMMER PROJECT
We axe preparing a summer program In pre-school, remedial 
reading, language and mathematics to he held for six weeks (starting 
June 10 and ending July 26). This program is needed if we are to 
continue to up-grade the education of the children in the target 
schools. The standardized test which we administer annually in the 
target schools reveal that while progress has been made, there is 
still a great deficiency in reading, language, and mathematics 
achievement.
We plan to give approximately 280 pre-school children, who 
will be starting to school this fall, school readiness activities for 
three hours daily for 30 days. Approximately 480 children in grades 
1-4 at target schools will receive three hours of remedial instruction 
each day for 30 days.
Eligible children from the Eighth Ward Elementary, Reiley 
Elementary, Spears Elementary and Clinton Elementary attendance areas 
will attend classes at Clinton Elementary. Eligible Title I children 
from the Norwood Elementary,Slaughter Elementary,and Jackson Elementary 
attendance areas will attend classes at Jackson Elementary.
Since East Feliciana Parish is a rural parish, most of the 
children enrolled in schools do not live within walking distance of 
their schools. Bus transportation will be provided for these children 
who are enrolled in the summer program. Fifteen bus drivers will be 
employed to transport approximately 700 children.
Most of the students involved in the program will have to 
leave home before 7:00 a.m. and will not return until after 1:00 p.m. 
each day; therefore, we are planning to serve a regular "class A" 
lunch to the students. The regular lunch program will operate the 
lunchrooms and regular State and Federal reimbursements will be 
available. Increased food cost, lack of commodities, and no State 
salary supplements for the workers will push the costs of the meals 
above State and Federal reimbursements and there are no local funds 
available for operation, so we are proposing to pay for any deficit 
out of Title I funds.
Two janitors will be hired to clean up the classrooms at 
the two schools.
Forty teachers and thirty eight aides will be employed for 
the program. A principal will be employed at each school to assist 
in the administrative phase of the program. A supervisor will be 
employed to coordinate the program from the central office and to 
assist the teachers in curriculum planning, use of materials, and 
instruction. A secretary will be hired at each school to assist 
in the office.
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All persons to be employed in the summer school program, 
both professional and non-professional, will be employed only 
during time not on any other payroll. Teachers are employed for 
nine months, principals and secretaries for 9 1/2 months in our 
system and are free to accept outside employment.
II.A. Remedial Reading - Elementary grades 1-4 - 480 children will 
participate in this activity, 120 from each grade level.
B. Objectives:
1. By the end of six weeks of instruction, the 480 participating 
Title I children will have gained an average of 3 months 
reading achievement as measured by the SRA Multilevel 
Achievement Tests.
2. By the end of the six weeks of instruction, 75% of the
480 participating Title I students will be able to recognize
90% of the "basic Dolch sight words" as measured by teacher 
prepared tests.
3. By the end of six weeks of instruction, 60% of the 120 
second grade students will be able to recognize 
"beginning sounds with different initial consonants" 
as measured by the SRA Reading Achievement test.
4. After six weeks of instruction, 40% of the 240 students
(Title I) in the third and fourth grades should be able
to "recognize main ideas" in reading as measured by the 
comprehension test of the SRA Achievement Series.
C. Participants were selected on the basis of Composite scores 
below the 25th percentile on standardized achievement tests, 
poor classroom achievement, and enrollment in target area 
schools.
D. This activity will be conducted at Jackson Elementary School 
for students from the Norwood Elementary, Jackson Elementary, 
and Slaughter Elementary; and at Clinton Elementary for 
students from the Clinton Elementary, Reiley Elementary,
Spears Elementary, and Eighth Ward Elementary attendance areas. 
Enrollments are as follows: Jackson Elementary, 240 students -
60 from each of the grade levels to be served; Clinton 
Elementary, 240 students - 60 from each of the grade levels
to be served.
E. Twelve teachers and twelve teacher aides will be used in this 
program. Each child will receive five hours of instruction 
per week for six weeks in this activity. Students will receive 
individual and small group instructions in the skills of reading 
development.
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Students on the first grade level will work individually 
in an oral comprehension tape program, an auditory 
comprehension, auditory retention, picture interpretation, 
and following directions. Students will also work in 
workbooks and in group work with talking filmstrips on 
phonics and with "Dolch Basic Sight Words".
Second grade students will work individually in a tape 
program in phonetic skills and analysis. Workbooks and 
talking filmstrips will be used as well as SRA reading 
labs from our regular year reading program.
Third grade students will work in small groups in a basic 
reading talking filmstrip program and in workbooks. 
Pre-printed master units, sight cards, and "Listening 
Skills" tapes will be used.
Students in grade four will work in workbooks, with 
"Listening Skills" tapes, and will receive training on 
controlled readers and tachistoscopes to improve left to 
right eye movement and reading speed.
Materials and equipment in our regular year reading 
programs will be utilized as much as possible in this 
program.
F. No non-public school participation.
G. No capital outlay is proposed.
H. Evaluation will be accomplished through the use of 
standardized achievement tests in reading, teacher made 
tests, and teacher and supervisory observations.
I. Eight hours of in-service training is to be provided at the 
beginning of this activity for twelve teachers and twelve 
aides involved in the activity. The training will consist 
of three hours of instruction by the Central office staff 
in methods of teaching the disadvantaged child, four hours 
of instruction on the proper ways to use the materials by 
representatives of the companies that furnish the materials, 
and one hour of instruction by the Central office staff
on the proper ways to use and maintain the equipment needed 
in the activity.
Four additional hours of in-service training will be 
provided by Central office staff towards the end of the 
activity in tests and measurements and methods of 
evaluation of the program.
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APPENDIX C 
STATISTICS USED IN STUDY
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Explanations for Statistical Tables:
Group:
1 Experimental. Attended summer school.
2 Control. Did not attend summer school.
Student Number:
Each student was assigned a separate number 001 
through 250.










Each school was assigned a separate number 1 
through 7.
Vocabulary:
Three scores were listed respectively, pretest, 
posttest, and delayed posttest.
Comprehension:
Three scores were listed respectively, pretest, 
posttest, and delayed posttest.
Total Reading:
Three scores were listed respectively, pretest, 
posttest, and delayed posttest.
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u> a w & CQ CO CD a. Q ft ft ftQ ft ft ft Oft
1 001 73 08 2 4 20 21 16 15 28 26 17 24 21
1 002 73 02 2 2 18 14 17 15 09 11 16 11 14
1 003 73 01 1 7 12 11 14 10 11 14 11 11 14
1 004 73 09 2 3 19 20 17 25 23 28 22 21 22
1 005 73 03 1 4 17 19 14 14 19 19 15 19 16
1 006 73 10 2 3 15 29 23 18 24 34 16 24 28
1 007 73 05 2 7 17 14 18 16 20 17 16 17 17
1 008 73 02 2 4 18 17 12 10 19 15 14 18 13
1 009 73 02 1 3 17 24 21 20 28 36 18 26 28
1 010 73 04 1 4 18 20 19 15 20 16 16 20 17
1 Oil 73 03 1 7 18 15 20 21 19 19 19 17 19
1 012 73 14 1 1 17 12 19 15 10 18 16 11 18
1 013 73 14 2 3 17 13 13 20 09 12 18 11 12
1 014 73 04 1 2 18 08 12 16 12 19 17 10 15
1 015 73 05 2 1 18 16 14 21 12 16 19 14 15
1 016 73 01 2 7 15 18 19 16 11 12 15 14 15
1 017 73 23 1 7 20 17 19 20 19 11 20 13 15
1 018 73 01 1 3 16 10 14 14 08 12 15 09 13
1 019 73 12 1 2 15 19 18 15 12 18 15 15 18
1 020 73 14 1 1 20 16 20 19 21 16 19 18 18
1 021 73 02 1 7 16 14 18 16 13 14 16 13 16
1 022 73 14 1 2 16 21 24 18 21 22 17 21 23
1 023 73 01 1 7 15 15 21 07 14 14 11 14 17
ll 024 73 04 2 1 18 22 19 22 20 11 20 21 15
1 025 73 17 1 4 18 15 14 14 10 17 16 12 15
1 026 73 01 2 4 17 20 20 19 17 25 13 18 22
2 027 73 02 2 3 15 20 16 15 17 12 15 18 14
2 028 73 09 1 5 11 11 11 08 10 12 09 10 11
2 029 73 15 2 7 16 11 22 13 11 25 15 11 23
2 030 73 21 1 3 18 20 18 22 14 19 20 17 18
2 031 73 22 1 1 18 17 28 22 10 16 20 13 22
2 032 73 09 1 3 15 19 14 12 21 25 13 20 19
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2 033 73 12 1 2
2 034 73 04 2 3
2 035 73 21 1 1
2 036 73 22 1 7
2 037 73 09 1 4
2 038 73 17 1 3
2 039 73 02 1 1
2 040 73 10 2 3
2 041 73 12 2 7
2 042 73 13 1 3
2 043 73 10 2 5
2 044 73 24 2 5
2 045 73 19 1 3
2 046 73 19 1 3
2 047 73 07 1 3
2 048 73 18 1 1
2 049 73 15 1 3
2 050 73 14 2 4
2 051 73 16 2 4
2 052 73 18 1 7
2 053 73 17 1 1
2 054 73 08 1 5
2 055 73 18 2 4
2 056 73 01 1 3
1 057 74 12 2 4
1 058 74 24 1 4
1 059 74 04 1 3
1 060 74 07 1 1
1 061 74 14 1 1
1 062 74 04 1 5
1 063 74 08 2 3
1 064 74 14 1 1
1 065 74 05 1 1
1 066 74 23 1 3
1 067 74 22 2 3
1 068 74 23 1 7
1 069 74 05 2 3
1 070 74 09 2 7
1 071 74 24 2 7
1 072 74 01 2 2
1 073 74 12 1 3
1 074 74 09 2 2
1 075 74 10 1 4
1 076 74 02 1 4
17 13 16 16 19 15 16
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17 17 18 11 12 18 14 14
17 19 19 17 08 18 17 13
17 14 15 11 20 17 14 17
25 25 18 25 39 17 25 32
13 15 15 13 18 16 13 16
17 26 18 11 23 14 14 24
17 28 19 21 26 19 19 27
11 16 13 15 14 14 13 15
12 17 15 24 33 15 18 25
09 14 13 10 14 14 10 14
11 16 14 09 15 14 10 15
17 20 18 18 32 17 17 26
21 20 18 14 20 17 17 20
06 10 06 09 17 09 07 13
18 19 16 20 36 16 19 27
11 11 14 10 11 15 10 11
23 27 18 17 25 19 20 26
14 20 14 17 26 15 15 23
09 13 15 09 20 16 09 16
15 17 19 14 16 18 14 16
14 14 14 13 15 14 13 14
20 24 18 16 22 19 18 23
12 13 07 13 10 08 12 11
27 24 18 16 26 18 21 25
19 20 16 13 19 17 16 19
09 32 17 11 15 18 11 23
25 21 18 10 19 18 17 20
09 32 24 14 15 21 11 23
19 18 16 24 15 16 21 16
25 20 17 11 22 18 18 21
11 24 15 16 14 16 13 19
17 20 13 09 12 14 13 16
11 24 20 23 26 19 17 25
23 20 18 08 19 17 15 19
14 17 11 12 20 14 13 18
15 20 11 12 16 12 12 18
22 16 14 14 17 14 18 16
20 21 18 17 20 18 17 20
15 17 14 12 23 14 13 20
16 14 08 08 17 11 12 15
10 24 18 16 23 18 13 23
18 13 13 12 10 14 15 11
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1 077 74 03 1 5
1 078 74 02 1 4
1 079 74 21 1 5
1 080 74 04 2 2
2 081 74 02 1 3
2 082 74 07 1 3
2 083 74 23 2 3
2 084 74 05 2 3
2 085 74 01 2 1
2 086 74 14 1 1
2 087 74 05 1 6
2 088 74 23 2 5
2 089 74 16 1 2
2 090 74 24 1 5
2 091 74 02 2 2
2 092 74 20 1 4
2 093 74 09 1 2
2 094 74 21 1 2
2 095 74 02 1 3
2 096 74 03 1 1
2 097 74 04 1 7
2 098 74 04 1 2
2 099 74 09 2 3
2 100 74 24 2 5
2 101 74 16 2 3
2 102 74 20 1 4
2 103 74 04 1 3
2 104 74 05 2 3
2 105 74 04 1 4
2 106 74 04 1 3
2 107 74 08 2 4
2 108 74 08 2 4
2 109 74 12 1 3
2 110 74 04 2 6
2 111 74 03 1 4
2 112 74 12 1 7
2 113 74 21 2 7
2 114 74 02 2 3
2 115 74 20 1 3
2 116 74 18 2 4
2 117 74 17 1 1
2 118 74 24 2 7
15 13 07 07 10 08 11
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15 11 11 09 23 14 12 17
20 16 12 16 12 13 16 14
21 14 11 15 23 13 18 18
09 13 14 07 09 15 08 11
19 18 14 08 19 17 13 18
30 26 21 13 34 20 21 30
23 25 15 17 28 15 20 26
21 21 18 15 11 18 18 16
19 14 18 21 17 17 20 15
15 19 20 08 17 17 11 18
15 19 22 26 25 19 20 22
09 24 21 16 32 19 12 28
17 17 16 21 21 16 19 19
15 16 18 13 19 16 14 17
18 15 18 12 15 17 15 15
18 17 12 21 21 13 .19 19
12 24 16 16 25 15 14 24
19 16 12 12 15 13 15 15
17 19 13 17 12 15 17 15
14 14 10 07 14 12 10 14
15 15 11 14 19 13 14 17
20 20 17 20 26 17 20 23
15 16 10 10 16 12 12 16
11 23 23 15 26 21 13 24
18 16 14 14 20 14 16 18
20 37 14 12 20 15 16 28
23 16 14 11 12 14 17 14
16 20 14 21 10 15 18 15
15 23 20 13 28 18 14 26
14 18 11 16 20 13 15 19
18 16 10 13 20 13 15 18
19 25 10 13 20 13 15 22
16 20 14 13 25 15 14 22
12 10 14 09 12 14 10 11
11 21 12 12 17 13 11 19
11 12 16 11 11 17 11 11
22 25 16 15 11 17 17 18
19 27 14 10 21 16 14 24
18 16 16 13 15 15 15 15
20 24 18 15 32 17 17 28
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2 119 74 12 1 7
2 120 74 21 1 3
2 121 74 11 1 7
2 122 74 14 1 1
2 123 74 01 2 1
2 124 74 02 2 1
2 125 74 20 1 1
2 126 74 16 2 1
2 127 74 04 2 2
2 128 74 03 1 3
2 129 74 02 1 1
2 130 74 10 1 1
2 131 74 02 1 6
2 132 74 21 1 7
2 133 74 05 1 4
2 134 74 14 1 5
2 135 74 09 1 2
2 136 74 20 1 1
2 137 74 23 2 7
2 138 74 16 1 7
2 139 74 08 2 1
2 140 74 23 1 2
2 141 74 02 1 3
2 142 74 23 1 1
2 143 74 04 1 6
2 144 74 01 2 5
2 145 74 05 1 3
2 146 74 19 1 6
2 147 74 01 2 3
2 148 74 20 2 3
2 149 74 01 1 2
2 150 74 16 2 7
2 151 74 03 1 5
2 152 74 04 1 1
2 153 74 12 1 1
2 154 74 14 1 3
2 155 74 03 2 4
2 156 74 21 1 7
1 157 75 11 2 1
1 158 75 05 2 1
1 159 75 07 1 3
1 160 75 17 2 2
12 17 12 12 17 13 12
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19 14 15 10 11 16 14 12
12 13 14 11 14 14 11 13
07 11 07 11 10 11 09 10
18 27 20 10 14 19 14 20
12 17 18 10 17 16 11 17
12 13 18 10 16 16 11 14
21 22 21 16 21 19 18 21
18 21 15 13 26 16 15 23
10 18 15 09 16 16 09 17
18 22 18 15 20 18 16 21
21 22 14 11 14 14 16 18
09 11 07 07 10 08 08 10
18 15 21 19 23 19 18 19
18 17 20 24 26 20 21 21
23 12 15 16 18 14 19 15
11 15 18 11 20 18 11 17
19 20 14 15 15 14 17 17
18 11 14 19 12 16 18 11
11 11 14 08 17 15 09 14
18 14 16 10 19 16 14 15
17 21 21 18 20 18 17 20
12 22 18 14 16 18 13 19
09 16 07 08 10 08 08 13
19 18 20 14 23 18 16 20
18 13 13 21 17 14 19 15
10 16 18 07 25 18 08 20
14 21 22 10 22 20 12 21
08 14 14 07 11 14 07 12
15 19 14 13 22 14 14 20
09 25 17 15 20 16 12 22
14 11 15 13 12 16 13 11
08 17 07 11 08 10 09 12
17 11 15 14 11 15 15 11
17 14 18 20 26 18 18 20
15 13 21 10 12 20 12 12
14 17 18 15 16 18 14 16
22 22 15 12 23 16 17 22
19 22 20 16 11 18 17 17
16 13 14 11 08 16 13 11
21 24 17 15 26 17 18 25
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161 75 22 1 4
162 75 11 1 7
163 75 02 2 3
164 75 23 2 1
165 75 23 2 4
166 75 21 2 3
167 75 01 2 5
168 75 21 1 4
169 75 21 2 3
170 75 08 1 3
171 75 05 2 2
172 75 24 1 7
173 75 11 1 1
174 75 23 2 3
175 75 21 1 1
176 75 14 1 1
177 75 03 1 2
178 75 12 1 7
179 75 03 1 2
180 75 08 1 4
181 75 03 2 1
2 182 75 18 1 3
2 183 75 02 2 6
2 184 75 02 2 6
2 185 75 19 1 3
2 186 75 07 1 1
2 187 75 24 1 7
2 188 75 14 1 3
2 189 75 21 2 1
2 190 75 18 1 1
2 191 75 19 2 4
2 192 75 24 2 3
2 193 75 12 1 3
2 194 75 24 2 4
2 195 75 01 1 3
2 196 75 17 1 3
2 197 75 18 2 7
2 198 75 03 1 6
2 199 75 17 1 6
2 200 75 02 2 5
2 201 75 12 2 7
2 202 75 05 2 3
2 203 75 07 1 3
26 25 19 19 27 18 22
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26
21 14 20 10 21 18 16 17
13 13 10 12 14 12 13 14
09 14 20 18 19 19 14 16
21 24 20 23 33 19 22 26
24 29 18 11 33 18 17 31
16 14 10 11 22 12 14 18
15 28 12 16 11 13 16 20
12 10 11 12 20 13 12 15
16 14 15 20 25 16 18 20
18 20 16 29 33 17 23 26
.13 18 22 13 16 21 13 17
28 18 22 27 22 21 27 20
19 25 18 14 19 18 16 22
16 22 21 18 15 19 17 18
13 12 21 18 14 20 15 13
18 20 15 20 23 17 19 21
19 16 23 16 18 22 17 17
13 16 14 14 15 15 14 15
25 22 23 18 22 17 22 22
22 24 21 14 19 19 18 22
15 15 15 17 24 15 16 20
06 15 06 06 11 06 06 13
21 24 13 19 17 12 20 20
22 15 11 13 13 12 17 14
16 14 13 15 11 13 15 13
17 23 27 11 19 25 14 21
19 15 13 12 26 15 16 20
23 22 25 25 29 20 25 25
22 15 21 18 22 19 20 16
19 25 21 19 18 16 19 22
17 17 16 10 16 17 14 16
12 20 22 19 21 21 15 20
16 29 33 20 32 20 24 30
25 18 13 13 15 15 19 17
18 13 12 11 12 17 10 12
12 16 18 10 15 17 11 15
18 21 13 18 23 14 18 22
11 18 14 14 13 14 13 15
06 15 17 09 20 14 07 18
14 11 25 15 16 23 15 13
13 13 08 13 17 11 13 15
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2 205 75 14 2 6
2 206 75 12 2 3
2 207 75 05 2 3
2 208 75 01 1 3
2 209 75 07 1 3
2 210 75 17 2
2 211 75 24 1
2 212 75 23 1
2 213 75 15 2
2 214 75 16 2
2 215 75 18 2
2 216 75 22 1
2 217 75 03 1
2 218 75 17 2
2 219 75 17 1
2 220 75 23 1
2 221 75 10 2
2 222 75 17 1
2 223 75 01 1
2 224 75 16 1
2 225 75 21 2
2 226 75 03 2
2 227 75 21 2
2 228 75 21 2
2 229 75 05 2
2 230 75 11 1
2 231 75 16 2
2 232 75 07 1
2 233 75 08 1 3
2 234 75 23 1 3
2 235 75 17 1 3
2 236 75 07 2 6
2 237 75 24 1 3
2 238 75 14 2 4
2 239 75 23 1 1
2 240 75 OS 1 6
2 241 75 07 1 5
2 242 75 08 1 1
2 243 75 05 2 3
2 244 75 03 2 3
2 245 75 22 2 1
2 246 75 20 1 1
2 247 75 03 1 3
2 248 75 18 1 1
2 249 75 03 2 1
2 250 75 07 1 1
13 13 11 15 13 13 14
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14
20 26 22 14 23 20 17 24
19 16 14 17 22 16 18 19
13 12 10 09 13 12 11 13
17 12 06 15 17 09 16 15
17 19 21 27 23 20 17 21
27 30 28 30 31 24 28 30
18 16 16 18 25 17 18 20
11 15 16 16 11 17 13 13
09 12 11 06 12 16 08 12
25 27 21 15 16 20 20 12
11 13 22 10 20 22 11 16
22 20 19 27 19 18 25 20
17 21 24 14 19 21 15 20
28 21 15 11 10 16 20 16
12 11 21 09 18 20 10 15
09 16 12 08 13 14 08 15
12 12 06 15 16 10 13 14
20 13 16 16 13 16 18 13
22 14 18 24 24 14 21 19
23 25 24 21 22 21 22 24
19 22 15 17 22 17 18 22
19 25 20 16 26 19 18 26
06 18 20 10 14 19 08 16
12 15 12 14 10 15 13 13
20 22 12 23 16 15 22 19
27 26 21 33 33 20 30 30
15 13 21 13 10 21 14 12
18 24 22 20 20 20 19 22
17 18 16 13 19 17 15 19
20 24 16 27 29 17 24 26
16 17 12 09 12 14 13 15
20 18 19 17 23 19 18 20
24 23 23 18 23 18 21 23
15 15 06 13 17 06 14 16
11 17 14 08 16 14 10 16
06 06 12 09 19 12 08 12
25 18 20 18 10 19 21 14
21 24 12 23 27 14 22 25
13 15 18 09 21 19 11 18
20 28 23 31 24 20 25 26
28 17 17 11 13 17 20 15
06 19 11 15 10 15 11 15
09 17 16 30 27 16 20 22
18 25 15 24 31 17 22 28
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APPENDIX D 
EXCERPTS FROM THE ANCHOR TEST STUDY
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VITA
Mary Thompson Williams, the daughter of the late 
Tommie F. Thompson and the late Grace Parker Thompson, 
was born in Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana, August 18, 
1931. She was graduated from Denham Springs High School 
in 1948. She received a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Elementary Education from Louisiana State University 
in 1963. The Master of Education degree in Elementary 
Education was awarded to her by Louisiana State Univer­
sity in 1967.
In 1963 she spent one semester as a teacher in 
the East Baton Rouge Parish School System. From 1963 
to 1976, she was a teacher and librarian in the East 
Feliciana Parish School System.
She is married to Steve R. Williams and is the 
mother of one son, David, who was born September 16, 
1969.
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